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The website has been adapted to work on older browsers
A new leaflet is being produced for local delivery to detail upcoming
events
A wedding and conference brochure will be designed
The risk assessment has been undertaken of the spiral staircase, and
labyrinth.

Data on the use of the Centre by customer group was provided as was booking
by profitability. The Trust would like to know how the uses of the Centre compare
to other community centres and how meaningful some of the data is, as it could
appear to be that no disabled users have attended the Centre, when in fact the
data refers to no disabled groups specifically booking events.
The Centre Manager reported good use of the Centre Mondays-Wednesdays
with a good start to its operations and the right mix of events. Conference trade
is now needed to support the Centre's activities.
Risk - the items were considered. A traditional RAG scheme will be used next
time.
On marketing it was noted that the promoters produce their own marketing. The
Green Mind events are mainly sold out. Use of volunteers could be investigated
for creating a more effective social media presence.
The Trust received the report.
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Business Plan and Budget 2019
The Plan will be modelled and brought back to the Trust towards the end of the
year for adoption in early 2019.
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COMMERCAUY CONF1DENTIAL MINUTE
Contract necot1ations
The TFM contract
minute redacted
Lease of buildings

159
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The lease has been considered, following the Trust's lawyers' interventions and
queries. The outstanding issues will be discussed with the Operations Director
and then reported back to the lawyers to agree a final draft.
Governance
The Schedule of Business for 2019 was approved by the Trust.
The Trust's second performance Review was considered. Attendance, or nonattendance at a consecutive number of meetings was discussed. The council
nominates its Trustees annually and non-attendance would be noticed at that
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